Introduction
Soon after the first discovery of carbon nanostructures, several efforts have been dedicated to improve bioecompatibilities of these novel materials for possible applications in life sciences and technologies [1e3] . Up to now, several types of nanostructures including nanotube (NT), nanocone, graphene, fullerene, and nanoparticle have been very well recognized by computations and experiments [4e8] . Discoveries of nonecarbon based nanostructures have been also investigated by numerous research works to introduce materials with specific characteristics [9e11]. Moreover, physical or chemical modifications of nanostructures by additions of other atoms or molecules have become an important task to obtain specified materials for different purposes [12e14] . Additions of nucleobases to nanostructures are among proper methodologies to modify available nanostructures to have better behaviors in biological systems [15, 16] . Uracil (U), RNA characteristic nucleobase, has initial active atomic positions for contributing to chemical bonds with other atoms and molecules yielding new hybrid structures [17, 18] . Additions of biological structures to NTs are crucial for the purposes of NTeassisted drug design and deliveries in pharmaceutical applications [19] . The problem is that the carbon NTs (CNTs) are insoluble in water systems; therefore, biological hybridizations could improve bioecompatibility behavior of CNTs by better dispersion in aqueous media [20] . Heterogeneous SieC chemical bonds of silicon carbide NTs (SiCNTs), which have been reported as stable structures by earlier works, are somehow ionic in comparison with homogeneous CeC bonds of CNTs but SiCNTs are not yet very well soluble in water [21e23] . In this case, chemicaleattachments of functional groups and biological counterparts to CNTs and SiCNTs could help these materials to be better dispersed in aqueous solutions by changing the electronic properties of initial hydrophobic NTs [24, 25] . Within this work, we have investigated formations of UeCNT and UeSiCNT chemical hybrids ( Figs. 1 and 2 ) based on density functional theory (DFT) calculations. To this aim, the sidewalls of NTs have been chemically modified by the U nucleobase through its two C 5 and C 6 atomic positions, which have been earlier introduced as possible interacting atomic sites with other atoms and molecules [26] . Molecular and atomic properties including optimized geometries, types of energies and atomic chemical shifts have been evaluated for all the singular and hybrid structures of this study to investigate effects of hybridizations on the initial properties of both U and SiCNT/CNT counterparts to make the hybrid systems (Tables 1e5). It is important to note that, nanostructures are expected to play dominant roles as drug carriers and containers in life sciences; however, some of unwanted disadvantages like insolubility make them toxic materials for biology systems [27] . Therefore, further studies are still required to solve the unwanted properties of nanostructure and also to convert them to more favorite materials for the purposes in life sciences and technologies. In contrast with complicated experiments, systematic computational studies could reveal insightful information about the investigated systems in both moleculare and atomice scale properties.
Computational details
The models of this work (Figs. 1 and 2) are the singular and hybrid structures including U (uracil) nucleobase and two representative (4,4) armchair CNT and SiCNT nanotubes (carbon and silicon carbide nanotubes). Because of similarity in the tubular tips of each NT and also due to molecular orbitals gap reasons, the armchair models have been considered in this work. Avoiding dangling effects [28] , all atoms of tubular tips have been saturated by additional hydrogen atoms resulting Si 44 C 44 H 16 and C 88 H 16 structures. Two hydrogen atoms from the C 5 and C 6 atomic positions of U nucleobase have been removed to make possible chemical attachments of U to the sidewall of NTs. The main purpose of such chemical functionalization was to construct a single standing stable hybrid structure. One possibility of attachment has been considered for CNT, UeCNT, whereas two possibilities have been considered for SiCNT due to interaction of each of C 5 and C 6 to each of Si or C atoms of SiCNT; UeSiCNTe1 and UeSiCNTe2. The atomic orbital hybridization of original NTs are sp 2 for all atoms but converted to sp 3 only for those atoms of NTs interacting with the atoms of U nucleobase. Avoiding the complexity of different theoretical methodologies, the DFT (density functional theory) calculations of this work have been performed based on standard levels employing the B3LYP exchangeecorrelation functional and the 6e31G* basis set, as implemented in the Gaussian 09 software, have been used [29] . First, geometries of all models have been allowed to relax through optimization processes to find the minimizedeenergy structures. Within these processes, optimized geometries (Table 1) , dipole moments (D Moment ), total energies (E Total ), binding energies (E Binding ), energies of the highest occupied and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (E HOMO and E LUMO ), and energy gaps (E Gap ) have been evaluated for the investigated structures ( Table 2) . To obtain E Binding , energy differences between hybrid and singular structures have been referred. To obtain E Gap , energy diffences between HOMO and LUMO have been referred. To include the water medium effects, all molecular properties have been also evaluated in the water-solvated system employing the Polarized Continuum Model (PCM) [30] . Second, TD-DFT (time dependent) calculations have been performed to evaluate the HOMO and LUMO distribution patterns (Fig. 3) is noted that the reference values of water-solvated system are in the {braces} and the others are for the gas-phase system. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is among the most versatile and important techniques to recognize the properties of matters [33, 34] . The chemical shielding tensors (s ii ), which are arisen at the electronic sites of atoms, could very well introduce the Fig. 1 . Singular models. Fig. 2 . Different views of Ueattached NTs.
electronic properties for atoms and also they could detect any perturbation to these regions [35] . However, due to complexity of electronic environment of NTs, it is not really easy to perform experimental NMR measurements for the nanostructures; therefore, quantum computations are very helpful to reproduce reliable NMR parameters [36] . By the advantages of computational chemistry methodologies for systematic studies of chemical structures [37] , we have investigated the characteristics of our structures based on computationally evaluated moleculare and atomicescale properties. Computational works could be represented independently; however, we have also included available experimental results for the investigated structures to compare experimental and computational results together for a better validation of the computed results of this work.
Results and discussion
Applications of nanostructures in biological systems are very much important because of their expected roles in several purposes from drug design to delivery and therapies [38] . Accordingly, investigating their properties is a crucial task to explore the specific roles of nanostructures for purposes in biologyerelated systems. It is also important to construct single standing hybrid structures. Within this work, we have modified two types of nanotubes; CNT and SiCNT, by chemical additions of U nucleobases to their sidewalls to make UeCNT and UeSiCNT hybrid structures (Figs. 1 and 2). Due to heterogeneous structure of SiCNT, two hybrid structures of UeSiCNTe1 and UeSiCNTe2 are constructed based on the conditions of atomic attachments of U to Si or C atoms of the tubular sidewalls. All evaluated molecular and atomic properties from optimizations, HOMO and LUMO distribution patterns, and NMR computations processes for the singular and hybrid structures of this work are summarized in Tables 1e5 and Figs. 1e3, which will be discussed in details among the following text.
Structural optimizations
Optimized geometries for all components of investigated model structures (Figs. 1 and 2) are presented in Table 1 . First, comparisons of optimized and experimental bond lengths for U nucleobase indicate that the molecule detects crystalline effects in the real system, in which the bonds are relaxed to different lengths in the absence of these effects. Earlier works indicated that the molecular [40, 41] are in the brackets and the other are obtained by the gas-phase optimization.
b Differences of bond lengths between each hybrid structure and original structure are in the parentheses (D ¼ Hybrid -Original). Figs. 1 and 2 for the models.
a The values of water-solvated system are in the {braces} and the others are those of the isolated gas-phase system.
orientations and relaxations could be very much ordered by the crystalline effects to show the final 3D shapes [39] . The values of bond lengths with hydrogen atoms have been also calculated, which were not available in the experimental values. The computed bond lengths for U nucleobase are almost in the range of experimental measurements [40, 41] and the discrepancies could be expected for the crystalline effects in real system, which are neglected in the computations. For the investigated nanotubes, the lengths of CeC bonds and SieC bonds are almost around the reported values of 1.43 Å and 1.80 Å for CNT and SiCNT respectively [42, 43] . In is noted that different computed values of bond lengths are observed at different positions of optimized tubular structures, but the averaged values could be comparable with the already reported values. The optimized tubular diameters and lengths at the tips are 5.68 and 12.28 Å for the CNT and they are 7.11 and 15.48 Å for the SiCNT. To chemically attach the U nucleobase to the tubular sidewalls, hydrogen atoms are removed from C 5 and C 6 atoms of U and the chemical attachment is done at the tubular sidewall. For CNT, there is only one possibility of Ueattachment to the sidewall whereas there are two possibilities for the SiCNT, in which each of c The values of water-solvated system are in the {braces} and the others are those of the isolated gas-phase system. b The values of water-solvated system are in the {braces} and the others are those of the isolated gas-phase system.
C 5 and C 6 atoms of U nucleobase interacts with the Si or C atom of the SiCNT sidewall. In the UeCNT hybrid, the major effects of chemical Ueattachment are observed for the C 5 eC 6 bond of U and the C 4 eC 5 bond of CNT whereas the effects for other bond lengths are almost negligible. It is noted that the major effects of geometries are only seen for the attachment region meaning that the overall geometrical properties of original U and CNT are almost kept unchanged in the UeCNT hybrid. Parallel results are seen for the UeSiCNT hybrids, in which the major effects of Ueattachment are observed for the atomic geometries of the attachment region. Carful examinations indicate that the effects on properties of UeSiCNTe2 are more significant in comparison with the effects on properties of UeSiCNTe1. As demonstrated in Fig. 2 , the C 5 and C 6 atoms of U are attached to the C and Si atoms of UeSiCNTe1 and they are attached to the Si and C atoms of UeSiCNTe2. Comparing the C 5 eX and C 6 eY bond lengths, which stand for bond length of chemical attachments, reveals significant differences for the values of UeSiCNTe1 and UeSiCNTe2. However, the values of bond lengths for two attached bonds are almost identical for the UeCNT. Investigating properties of matters at the atomic scales is an advantage of computational chemistry studies revealing insightful information about the structural characteristics of matters. The energies and dipole moments for the optimized structures are listed in Table 2 . According to the magnitudes of total energies, UeSiCNTe1 is slightly more stable than UeSiCNTe2 but the binding energies show that the formation of UeSiCNTe2 could be expected more favorable than UeSiCNTe1. Comparing the results of binding energies for all three hybrids shows that the formation of UeCNT could be much more favorable than other two UeSiCNT models. Comparing the results of HOMO and LUMO indicates that the energy gap between two orbital levels of U is significantly reduced in the hybrid system. The effects of Ueattachment are more obvious for UeCNT in comparison with UeSiCNT, in which the gap is wider for UeCNT versus original CNT than UeSiCNTs versus original SiCNT. The magnitudes of dipole moments for original CNT and SiCNT are zero but they are significantly modified in the Ueattached models, in which the modifications are more significant for UeCNT and UeSiCNTe2 than UeSiCNTe1. As remembered by the magnitudes of bond lengths, the changes of lengths between interacting atoms of NTs, atoms 4 and 5, were significant for the UeCNT and UeSiCNTe2 but negligible for the UeSiCNTe1, which is shown here by smaller magnitude of dipole moment for UeSiCNTe1 versus UeCNT and UeSiCNTe2. As mentioned earlier, the purpose of choosing armchair NTs was to have similar tips of nanotubes for a unique place of functionalization, in which the zero magnitudes of dipole moments for both of original CNT and SiCNT approves our idea.
Comparing the results of gas-phase and water-solvated systems indicates more stability for the structures in the water-solvated systems based on the values of total and binding energies. The levels of HOMO and LUMO are changed in the water-solvated system whereas the differences of two orbital levels are remained almost unchanged from gas-phase to water solvated system. The values of dipole moments have been increased from the gas-phase to water solvated system for the hybrid structures not for original NTs indicating the importance of constructing single-standing hybrid structures for better polarizability properties. Examining the distribution patterns (Fig. 3) also indicates that the electrons of U counterpart are all transferred to the NTs in the hybrid structures, with identical situation for both of gas-phase and water-solvated systems. As a conclusion, it could be mentioned that the properties of NTs detect the effects of Ueattachments, in which the magnitudes of effects are not similar for all UeNT hybrids.
NMR properties
NMR properties including chemical shifts (d/ppm) are presented for atoms of all optimized structures of this study in gas-phase and water-solvated systems (Tables 3e5). Earlier studies indicated that computational NMR methodology could be expected as an insightful technique to describe properties of nanostructures, avoiding the complexity of experiments [36] . Within this work, we also have employed this technique to investigate the properties of UeCNT and UeSiCNT hybrids (Figs. 1 and 2 ). indicate the crystalline effects for the original U in comparison with the optimized one parallel to the geometries results. In the UeCNT, the major direct effects of Ueattachment to CNT are observed for properties of C 5 and C 6 atoms; however, significant changes of properties are observed for some other atoms e.g., O 4 , because of indirect effects. Since the chemical environment of heterocyclic ring of U is changed during the attachment process, the effects on d properties are observed more or less for all atoms of U. Stronger effects of attachments are observed for C 5 and C 6 atoms and also for other atoms of U in the UeSiCNT hybrids. Interestingly, depending on the attachment of each of C 5 and C 6 to Si or C atoms, strong effects are observed for their neighborhood atoms. When C 5 is attached to C atom in UeSiCNTe1, the electronic properties of O 4 detect strong effects of this attachment whereas the electronic properties of N 1 detect strong effects of the attachment because C 6 of U is attached to C atom in UeSiCNTe2. The bond length of CeC is shorter than SieC; therefore, the effects are stronger for the neighboring atoms of CeC bond in comparison with SieC bond. The most significant effects of Ueattachment are observed for C 4 and C 5 atoms of CNT, and for C 4 and Si 5 of SiCNT, in which the indirect effects are still observed for the properties of neighboring atoms. The atomic NMR properties detect the effects of water-solvated systems; however, the magnitudes of changes from gas-phase to water-solvated system are almost similar. Tables 4 and 5 exhibit the calculated NMR properties for NTs in singular and hybrid forms ( Figs. 1 and 2) . The results indicate that the original singular NTs show normal behaviors in comparison with earlier studies [42, 43] . However, the normal behaviors have been perturbated by Ueattachments, in which the amounts of perturbations are not similar for all atoms of NTs. For homoeatomic structure of CNT, the parameters are divided into two similar upper and lower parts with similar values of d parameters for atoms of the two parts. However, the external field employed by the Ueattachment makes significant changes to the original NMR characteristic of UeCNT hybrid. The magnitudes of effects are very much significant for the atom of attachment region but less significant for atom far from the region. For the SiCNTs, in which the atoms of original NT could be also divided into two parts based on similarities of d parameters for atoms of two parts, the Ueattachment show significant effects for the original characteristic d parameters. Since the SieC bonds are somehow ionic in comparison with noneionic CeC bonds, the magnitudes of changes of d parameters in singular and hybrid systems are much more significant than the situations of CNT and UeCNT systems. Again, the most significant effects of Ueattachment are observed for the attachment region of UeSiCNT, in which the magnitudes of changes for UeSiCNTe1 are much more significant than UeSiCNTe2 hybrid.
The very much significant changes of d parameters of UeSiCNTe1 hybrid could reveal the flexibility of structure in acceptance of new attachment whereas the flexibility is lower in UeSiCNTe2 hybrid. Since the electronic systems are not localized, the effects of external perturbations could be very well detected by the computed d parameters, which are originally electronic based elements. This trend has been better seen for the water-solvated systems, in which the magnitudes of changes of d parameters in the water-solvated systems are significant from those of gas-phase systems. Based on the purpose of this work to construct single standing hybrid structure, the atomic scale d parameters could very well show that the hybrid structures could play significant roles in the watersolvated systems in comparison with the original NTs. As an expectation for the NTs to be dispersed in the water media, it is very much important to have hybrid structures with better dispersion properties. In agreement with the obtained values of dipole moments, the d parameters also indicate more poalrizability for the hybrid U-NTs in comparison with the original NTs. The importance of constructing such functionalized NTs has been also demonstrated by two important recent works [15, 24] . As a concluding remark, the atomicescale d parameters could detect the effects of perturbations by Ueattachment for both CNT and SiCNT hybrids, in which the magnitudes of effects could determine the most important atomic sites of NTs for interactions with other molecules.
Conclusion
DFT studies were performed to investigate the properties of UeCNT and UeSiCNT hybrids based on optimized properties and NMR parameters. The results indicated that both of evaluated moleculare and atomicescale parameters could very well determine the effects of Ueattachment on the original properties of NTs. The significant remarks of this work are based on molecular properties, which show the magnitudes of changes of original molecular properties in hybrid form, and d atomicescale properties, which show the roles of atomic sites in molecular hybridizations. By the obtained results, chemical attachments of U to both of CNT and SiCNT are achievable; however, the aim of attachment could be ordered by the magnitudes of changes of obtained properties in singular and hybrid structures. The tendency of Ueattachment to each of CNT or SiCNT could be very well organized by binding energies. The results of water-solvated systems also demonstrated that the stabilities of hybrid structure have been increased in the solvated system based on total and binding energies. Moreover, the magnitudes of dipole moments and chemical shifts indicated that the functionalization of NTs could significantly increase the poalrizability of NTs counterparts especially in the water-solvated systems.
